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was identified with Protestantism. Erasmus" writings were condemned, the Counter-
Reformation began to pick up momentum; the Inquisition was formed, and Spain
took over the mantle of Catholic absolutism. The Jesuits, arriving in New Spain in
1572. had over 300 members by 1600. Their chief educational institution was the
Colegio de San Ildefonso. The mendicant orders lost their reform ardor in trying to
compete among themselves or with the Jesuits, or they betook themselves to the
frontiers of New Spain, which meant the borderlands to the north in what eventually
was to become the southwest of the United States. There they established frontier
mission societies combining religious education with teaching of the ways of life
required to change from hunting and gathering to sedentary agriculture as basic to
their continuing civilizing mission. The Jesuits joined the mendicants on the frontiers
of Northern Mexico and in the interior of Paraguay, displaying the advantages of
disciplined and orderly work habits under the strictly organized authority of a highly
stratified society. In these ways the Amerindians were induced or forced to change
their folk society ways to civilized ways.
In Peru the Dominicans accompanied Pizarro on his second intrusion, and the
Franciscans arrived soon after, but education progressed more slowly in Peru than in
New Spain as a result of continuing Inca resistance and civil wars among the factions
of conquistadores themselves.lt was mid-century before schools really began to spread.
The Dominicans, more favored by the conquistadores than the Franciscans, had
established about sixty schools by 1551; the Franciscans had fifty-five parishes by
1600; the Augustinians arrived in 1551. Soon after the Jesuits arrived in 1569 they
began to establish their colleges, secondary level institutions with a heavily humanistic
content aimed largely at the white Creole population. The most noteworthy of these
was the Colegio de San Pablo in Lima which prepared students for the University of
San Marcos and even competed with it in the field of philosophy and theology. Peru
had formally moved to establish a university-level institution as early as 1551, but San
Marcos University was not operational until the 1580's. In general, education for
Amerindians in Peru lagged behind that of Mexico, in part because of the later start
and the shorter time before the decline of interest in Amerindian education that set in
during the latter half of the sixteenth century.
In the period from the beginning of the sixteenth to the end of the eighteenth
century the basic framework—primary, secondary, and university—of traditional
humanistic and literary forms of Western education was transferred to Latin America.
There were signs that a distinctive variation on primary education for the conquered
peoples was being worked out in the first half of the sixteenth century, but this
declined in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries except in the missions of the
frontiers, in the isolated inland or upland regions, or in the borderlands to the North.
Primary schools for the Amerindian elite were widespread throughout Spanish
America in the sixteenth century. Typically they were boarding schools for children
between the ages of seven and twelve, during which time the boys or girls would be
separated from their families, villages, or encomiendas for from three to five years.
They were often built next to monasteries or churches, virtually as appendages to the
Christianizing mission of the mendicants. The curriculum typically centered on reading
and writing (Latin at first, but the Amerindian languages after about 1530), catechism

